
Core Values 
For Your 

Consideration



A
Accountability
Accuracy
Achievement
Adventurousness
Altruism
Ambition
Assertiveness

It's not hard to make decisions when you
know what your values are.



B
Bold 
Believable 
Belonging
Buoyant

If you don’t stick to your values when they
are being tested, they’re not values,

they’re hobbies.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/believable


C
Your attitude is an expression of your

values and expectations.

Calmness
Curiosity
Clear-mindedness
Community
Compassion
Competitiveness
Consistency



D
Decisiveness
Determination
Diligence
Discipline
Discretion
Diversity
Dynamism

When your values are clear to you, making
decisions becomes easier.



Effectiveness without values is a tool
without a purpose.

Efficiency
Empathy
Enthusiasm
Excellence
Excitement
Expertise
Expressiveness

E



Fairness
Faith
Family-orientation
Fluency
Focus
Freedom

Open your arms to change but don’t let
go of your values

F

https://www.awakenthegreatnesswithin.com/44-awesome-quotes-to-inspire-positive-change/


Generosity
Goodness
Grace
Growth
Gratefu
Gregarious

Anything that changes your values
changes your behavior.

G

https://www.vocabulary.com/dictionary/gregarious


Happiness
Hardwork
Health
Helping
Honesty
Honor
Humility

Try not to become a man of success but
rather try to become a man of value.

H



Inner Harmony
Inquisitiveness
Insightfulness
Intelligence
Intuition
Irreverence

I
Living with integrity means behaving in

ways that are in harmony with your
personal values.



Joy
Justice

My values, our values, aren't about
pointing fingers. They are about offering a

helping hand.

J



L
Leadership
Legacy
Love
Loyalty
Liveliness
Logical
Learning

The major value in life is not what you get.
The major value in life is what you become.

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/249593?ref=values


M
Making a Difference
Mastery
Merit
Motivated
Modesty

Values are not just words, values are what
we live by.

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/935450?ref=values


O
Obedience
Openness
Order
Originality

You must look within for value,
but must look beyond for perspective.

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/534051?ref=values
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/534051?ref=values


P
Perfection
Persistence
Philanthropy
Positivity
Practicality
Preparedness

Good moral values are mostly molded
from a place where love, faith, and hope

exist.

https://www.awakenthegreatnesswithin.com/35-inspirational-quotes-on-faith/


R
Reliability
Resourcefulness
Restraint
Results-orientation

Always do more than is required of you.



S
Selflessness
Self-reliance
Shrewdness
Spontaneity
Stability
Strategic mindset

Sometimes it is better to lose and do the
right thing than to win and do the wrong

thing.



T
Teamwork
Thankfulness
Thoughtfulness
Tolerance
Trust

If we lose our human values by having
everything mechanized, then machines

will dictate our lives.



U
Understanding
Uniqueness
Unity
Usefulness

Without courage, all other virtues lose
their meaning



Please share with someone
who'll find this valuable!

Thank You!


